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Time passed little by little. 

Everyone was waiting for Danrique to appear. 

It seemed that only when he appeared could the Xendale come to life. 

After four days of torment, Francesca was so weak that she lay in bed every day, 
drinking water to stay alive. 

Every day, Little Green dragged her some food such as worms and rats and kindly took 
care of her, but Francesca could not eat at all. 

On this day, she faintly heard the familiar howl of a wolf from outside and she knew it 
was her aunt who had come. 

She tried to respond, but her throat was hoarse and she could not make any sound. 

She could only ask Little green to go to her aunt, she was worried that she would break 
in on impulse and rescue someone. She knew that the President’s wife had set up a net 
here and once someone broke in, they would definitely fall into her trap. 

Unless she was let out through the regular procedure. 

Otherwise no one would be able to get her out. 

Not far away in the jungle, Layla waited for a long time for a response and said 
anxiously, “Something must have happened to Francesca. I have to go and save her 
right away.” 

“I will go with you.” Sloan immediately followed Layla. 

“Sloan, Gordon hasn’t arrived yet, why don’t we ask him again?” The attendant hastily 
discouraged, “With just a few of us, I’m afraid we won’t be able to save the people if we 
barge in like this.” 

“Never mind that, we can’t just sit around and wait for death!” 

Sloan pushed his attendants away and hurriedly followed Layla. 

The few attendants could only follow to save the people. 

The group sneaked in through the side door. 



Layla was agile and athletic, very skilled at these things. 

Sloan followed closely behind, and as he went in through the window, his watch 
vibrated, it was a call from Gordon, and he was about to answer it when the signal 
broke. 

This was the kind of prison that cuts off all external communicator signals, so now Sloan 
couldn’t contact Gordon at all, but the people were already here, so he could only save 
them first. 

Layla led Sloan and the others through the window and then followed the location 
system on Little Green’s body from earlier to find Francesca’s cell. 

There was already a route, but this prison was so big and winding that it would take time 
to find their destination. 

The group was still feeling their way through the search. 

On the other hand, Gordon was on his way with a group of followers. He kept calling 
Sloan, but the signal seemed to have been cut off and he couldn’t get in touch at all. 

He tried calling two more of Sloan’s entourage, but still couldn’t get through. 

He knew that they had broken in. 

“Gordon, is something going to happen?” Mylo was very worried, “Sloan has only 
brought two people with him, plus his aunt there are only four people in total, going in is 
obviously throwing themselves into the net.” 

“That kid is too impulsive.” Gordon frowned, “But there’s nothing we can do now, let’s 
save the people first.” 

“OK.” 

In the castle, when Monica heard the news that Sloan and Layla had gone to save 
Francesca, she hurried back to report to William, and then asked anxiously, “Your 
Highness, should we go and help?” 

“Going to help now is to send people to their deaths.” Hazel said rationally, “I know the 
president’s wife too well, the reason she is releasing these news is to lure Mr.Lindberg’s 
people there, and the prison side must have already set up a net of heaven and earth.” 

“Well, we can’t just leave it at that.” 

Monica looked at William eagerly, expecting him to say something. 



Although she had a selfish side, especially when it came to William’s safety, she would 
always put him first. 

But now that she was faced with such a situation, she still wanted to help, after all, 
Francesca had gone out of her way to help them in their most difficult time. 

Hazel also looked at William, wanting to know what he had decided. 

After a long time, William slowly spoke, “At this time, it’s useless for us to go over there.” 

Monica did not dare to speak, but her emotions were very complicated. 

She had always thought that William liked Francesca and would do anything for her, but 
she never expected. 
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“Francesca will be fine.” William’s fingers tapped the armrest of his wheelchair, his eyes 
downcast, as if he was thinking about something. 

Monica couldn’t read him anymore, although her heart was anxious, but she was alone 
and couldn’t do anything, so she had to silently retreat to the side. 

Hazel looked deeply at William and couldn’t help but say, “You’re really composed.” 

William didn’t say a word, as if he hadn’t heard Hazel’s words. 

“What a person who does great things.” Hazel curled her lips into a smile, a few more 
admiration in her gaze, “But from the side, you don’t like Francesca that much, and the 
deep love in the past was probably a misunderstanding.” 

“She’ll be fine.” William suddenly spoke again, his eyes still lowered, as if he was 
speaking to himself. 

Seeing that he was uninterested in communicating, Hazel said no more, leaning back 
on the sofa and continuing to look at her phone. 

She was waiting, waiting for an outcome. 

Would Francesca be able to leave the prison alive or not? 

In the prison, Layla took Sloan and successfully found Francesca’s cell. Seeing 
Francesca lying on the bed, who was weak and helpless, she was distraught: 
“Francesca!” 



“Ms.Felch!” Sloan was so excited that he burst into tears. 

Francesca thought she was hallucinating, twisted her head and saw her aunt and Sloan 
and the others, and couldn’t help but stare, “You guys…” 

“Ms.Felch, I’ll get you out of here.” 

Sloan took his gun and fired a few shots at the lock of the cell. 

“Get out!!!” 

As soon as Francesca’s words fell, countless red lasers were aimed at Sloan and the 
others. 

Layla’s body shook as she looked back, and dozens of heavily armed soldiers rushed in 
with guns and surrounded them. 

Although they had expected it, they were still indignant at being caught so quickly. 

One of the attendants shouted angrily, “We are from the Lindberg family, who dares…” 

Before he could finish his words, a laser shot him through the head. 

The attendant fell to the ground and didn’t struggle for a second. 

“Ah….” Sloan shouted in shock. 

“You guys…” 

The other attendant was stunned, in the past, the Lindberg family was a token that no 
one dared to touch, but now, these people seemed to be deliberately coming for the 
Lindberg family. 

“You all dare to break into the Polar Prison? You are impatient to live.” The officer at the 
head of the group bellowed angrily. 

“Don’t you guys mess around.” Francesca braced her weak body and walked over to 
the partition, saying anxiously, “They have nothing to do with this, don’t kill innocent 
people indiscriminately!” 

“We don’t dare to touch Ms.Felch, but these people’s lives are not so precious!” The 
officer sneered mockingly and pointed his gun directly at another attendant. 

“Stop it.” Francesca’s and Sloan’s voices rang out at the same time, but the officer didn’t 
even stop, directly firing his gun and killing the attendant. 



Sloan was very excited and wanted to rush over to fight with that officer. 

A dozen snatches were immediately aimed at him. 

Layla hurriedly shielded in front of Sloan and scolded, “Danrique will be here soon, you 
dare to act recklessly? Are you tired of living?” 

“Let’s wait until he arrives.” The officer waved his hand and ordered the soldiers to pull 
the trigger and prepare to shoot, Francesca hurriedly shouted, “If you dare to touch 
them, I won’t spare you.” 

A loud bang interrupted Francesca’s words. 

Sloan was shot in the knee and fell to the ground, bleeding profusely. 

Francesca’s eyes widened in shock, full of disbelief. 

She had long known that the President’s wife had set up an ambush here and that it 
would be dangerous if someone broke in, but she never expected that these people 
would be so bold as to shoot the Lindberg family right in front of her. 

“Sloan!” Auntie went to help Sloan, but those guns were already aiming at her. 

“Auntie!” Francesca got anxious and grabbed the guardrail and roared, “If you dare to 
touch my auntie, I’ll kill you!” 

“BANG!!!” 
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A shot rang out, hitting Layla in the calf. 

Layla instantly planted herself on the ground, blood pouring from her leg. 

“Auntie.” Sloan rushed to protect her. 

The two of them held each other and tried to break into resistance with their guns, but 
there were dozens of guns aimed at them and countless lasers overhead. 

Even if they were immortals, they would have no way to escape! 

“Stop it, stop it!!!” Francesca slapped the iron door of the prison in agitation, trying to 
stop them from continuing to hurt people. 



The officer smiled coldly and said in a seemingly polite manner, “Since Ms.Felch told to 
stop, we naturally have to obey.” 

With that, he took out Francesca’s mobile phone and dialed a number directly, 
“Ms.Felch, you have been here for such a long time, you should miss Sir, right? Why 
don’t you give him a call?” 

Francesca stared at the phone, she also wanted to know if she could reach Danrique 
now. 

The phone was on speakerphone and a mechanical voice came from inside, “The 
number you have dialed is switched off, please dial again later.” 

“It seems that Mr. Lindberg doesn’t care about you.” The officer frowned, “In that case, 
these two lives aren’t worth anything.” 

He made a gesture and the soldiers stepped forward to drag Layla and Sloan away. 

“Let them go, let go.” 

Francesca anxiously rapped on the iron door of the prison, but unfortunately no one 
paid any attention to them. 

The soldiers ignored Layla and Sloan’s injuries and yanked them straight up by their 
injured legs and dragged them out. When Sloan tried to struggle, the soldiers took their 
guns and smashed them over their heads. 

At once, Sloan was beaten and bloodied, and Layla was also severely beaten when she 
tried to protect him. 

Seeing this scene, Francesca was furious and immediately made a summoning spell. 

Soon, Little Green flew back from the window and wrapped itself around the officer’s 
neck in a deadly manner. The officer hastily reached out to tug at Little Green, who bit 
down viciously. 

The officer was so frightened that he turned pale and shouted for help. 

Two soldiers immediately came over to help pull Green away, who bit them again. 

At the same time, a group of police dogs suddenly rushed in from outside. The soldiers 
thought they had been let in by their own people and directed the dogs to grab Little 
Green, but the dogs suddenly lunged at them. 

At once, a group of soldiers were all pounced on the ground. 



The scene was in chaos. 

The soldiers in the surveillance room wanted to use their laser guns on Layla and 
Sloan, but they were afraid of accidentally injuring the others, so they never fired. 

And at that moment, a soldier fell next to the cell, and Francesca picked up his gun and 
fired a few more shots at the door lock. 

The lock finally opened with a few “bang, bang, bang” sounds. 

Francesca immediately rushed out and picked up Layla and Sloan in the crowd and led 
them out of the prison. 

“Catch them.” 

The officer just roared and fell to the ground foaming at the mouth. 

The other soldiers tried to capture Francesca and the others, but they were pounced on 
by the police dog. 

The soldiers didn’t understand how this was clearly a police dog they had kept, but now 
they were all defending Francesca, and they didn’t even want their lives in order to 
cover Francesca’s escape. 

Francesca assisted Layla and Sloan to escape from the underground prison, but she 
couldn’t run for long. 

She had been starving for a few days, and now she was weak, and had to support the 
two wounded, so she could not last long. 

When the soldiers behind her looked like they were about to catch up, Sloan pushed 
Layla and Francesca and said anxiously, “Ms.Felch, you go first.” 

“No, I can’t leave you behind.” 

Francesca still tried to help Sloan up, but Sloan pushed her away, “Go, or no one will be 
able to leave, I’m with Mr.Lindberg, they won’t kill me.” 

“Sloan.” 

Francesca was about to say something else when Layla advised, “The most important 
thing now is that you can leave safely, you are still carrying a baby in your belly.” 

With that, Layla pulled Francesca away. 
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Francesca looked back at Sloan as she ran. 

Sloan left Francesca with a handsome smile, then sat against the wall and took his gun 
and pointed it in the direction of the soldiers chasing him. 

“Bang bang bang bang.” 

A burst of gunfire, Sloan intercepted some of the pursuers for Francesca, but was 
himself shot dead. 

So young, so dead in prison. 

“Sloan —-” 

Francesca’s excited cries echoed through the underground prison with boundless 
anger. 

She wanted to go back to save Sloan, but was yanked to death by Layla. 

“Francesca, go quickly and do as you are told.” Layla pushed her anxiously, “Little 
Green will take you away.” 

“Auntie, let’s go together.” 

Layla: “I can’t walk anymore, you’ll only drag you down if you take me with you!” 

“But…” 

“Don’t but.” Layla’s heart was burning, “all are died for you, if you can’t leave safely, 
everything we’ve done will be for nothing, go!!!” 

“I’d rather die with you than watch something happen to you.” 

Having watched Sloan’s tragic death with her own eyes, Francesca already felt very 
guilty, she couldn’t let anything more happen to her auntie. 

“You are not alone now, you have a child in your belly, you have to be responsible for 
the child.” Layla was very angry and pushed her away with force, “Go away!” 

“Auntie…” Francesca was about to say something else when Layla threw her a hard 
slap, “Go!” 

Francesca was shaking with tears, but had to obey and leave. 



“Francesca!” Layla shouted at her back, “Live well!” 

Francesca burst into tears and ran forward desperately. 

Layla looked at Francesca’s departing back and finally let out a sigh of relief. 

Layla’s leg was injured and she really couldn’t stand up, she knew she couldn’t escape, 
holding a bomb and quietly waiting for those people. 

Little Green was leading the way for her and she soon rounded the passage and 
crossed the long corridor to the other end of the underground prison. 

There was light ahead, if she ran out of this dark passage, she would be safe. 

Suddenly, there was a “bang” behind her. 

Francesca shuddered and looked back at the collapsing passage in the distance, the 
smoke was spreading everywhere. 

She was stunned, she knew that her auntie was gone. 

Suddenly, the tears kept falling like broken beads, and her heart felt as if it had 
exploded into pieces. 

Her life had never been as desperate as it was now. 

All this time, with her miraculous medical skills and supernatural abilities, her life had 
been as smooth as a hang-up, and even when she encountered the Chrono thing, it all 
worked out in the end. 

There was nothing lost in the process. 

But now Sloan, who had been watching over her with all her heart, and her auntie, had 
all been lost because of saving her. At the moment, her heart was like a knife, and there 
was an endless anger and hatred. 

She didn’t understand why these people had to kill innocent people? 

She didn’t understand why they were so ambitious to encroach on other people’s family 
property when they already had huge power? 

She didn’t understand why the world was like this. 

She didn’t understand how she, a harmless doctor, had gotten involved in such strife 
and gotten her closest auntie killed. 



What exactly did she do wrong? 

Francesca’s weak body was shaking, almost collapsing, at this moment, she was full of 
despair for this world. 

Not even the sound of footsteps approaching behind her could be heard. 

“I told you long ago that you couldn’t escape, so why hang on for dear life?” 

A mocking voice came from behind her as a female officer came after her with a group 
of men, dozens of whom were pointing their guns at her. 

In a trance, a familiar voice came to Francesca’s ears, her auntie was saying to her, 
“Francesca, live well!” 
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Francesca held onto the stone wall next to him and slowly raised her head, her slightly 
narrowed eyes glinting with an eerie cold light as she muttered a whispered, “You killed 
Sloan and Auntie…” 

“Death to those who trespass in the dungeon!” 

The female officer was the President’s wife’s personal attendant, and was currently 
holding a gun as she slowly walked towards Francesca. 

“You killed Sloan and Auntie!” Francesca repeated the words and added, “Murder pays 
for life!!!” 

“What?” The female officer laughed out loud, “Are you kidding? What power do you 
have to make us pay for our lives now? With that little green snake of yours?” 

Francesca didn’t say anything, just narrowed her eyes and stared straight up at the sky. 

“Take it down!” 

The female officer gave an order, and several soldiers stepped forward to take down 
Francesca. 

However, when their hands were about to touch Francesca’s shoulders, a black shadow 
suddenly rushed over like a sharp arrow and attacked the soldiers fiercely. 

A scream of “ah” came from behind her, and then blood splattered on Francesca’s 
body. 



When she opened her eyes again, there was nothing but an overwhelming murderous 
aura in her eyes! 

The blood of Auntie and Sloan had awakened her. 

She would no longer be as kind and merciful as before, that would only bring down 
those around her. 

She would become ruthless and decisive and never again show mercy to anyone who 
tried to harm her! 

“It’s the eagle, the eagle!” 

A soldier shouted, and the others reacted with a start, rushing to shoot at the eagles. 

At this time, someone else screamed in horror, “Oh my God-” 

The female officer turned her head to look and was dumbfounded. 

The sky was black and fast, and there were countless beasts galloping this way not far 
away, killing and raging. 

Francesca spread her arms, like a god who summons all beasts. 

Those flying beasts pounced ferociously, tearing at the female officers and soldiers, and 
they were already torn apart before they could fire. 

In an instant, Francesca’s body was covered with blood, she walked forward without 
expression, but after just a few steps, she fainted weakly on the ground. 

Ten minutes later. 

“Ms.Felch!!!” 

When Gordon arrived with his men, he could not help but be dumbfounded at the scene 
before him. 

There was blood everywhere, and the remains of bodies. 

Mylo and the others searched excitedly for Francesca and Sloan and the others, but 
they couldn’t find them anywhere, and their hearts were burning with anxiety. 

Gordon said, “These animals should have been summoned by Ms.Felch, she should be 
fine, go in and find them.” 

“Yes.” 



The group broke into the prison and found the relics of their aunt and Sloan’s body in 
the passageway. 

Mylo and the other bodyguards roared with excitement and called Sloan’s name with 
red eyes. 

Unfortunately, Sloan would never answer again. 

Then they found the remains of others in the prison. 

It was now established that Auntie, Sloan, other were all gone, and Francesca was in a 
missing status. 

Gordon had their remains and relics taken away and then took a group of men to search 
for Francesca nearby. 

But until late at night, they could not find Francesca. 

Gordon was about to deploy his men to continue the search when Sean called to ask 
about Francesca. 

Gordon stammered and said that Francesca had disappeared. 

Sean was shocked and hurriedly covered the microphone and asked, “How could this 
happen?” 

“It’s a long story.” Gordon told Sean the causes and consequences of the incident. 

After listening, Sean was anxious, “How did it get like this?” 

“I am also very chagrined, I should have communicated with Sloan earlier, I didn’t 
expect them to be in such a hurry, they went with aunt Layla to save Ms.Felch first 
without waiting for me to return.” 

Gordon blamed himself very much, “I’m still looking for Ms.Felch nearby, I hope she’s 
alright.” 

“Make sure you find the person, or else Mr.Lindberg will wake up.” 

“I know.” 
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Gordon was still out there with his men looking for Francesca’s whereabouts. 



When Monica heard that her aunt and Sloan were gone and Francesca was missing 
and unaccounted for, her whole body was stunned and she was very remorseful and 
guilty, regretting that she hadn’t been able to help. 

When she was at Danontand, Francesca was with her through thick and thin, and no 
matter what happened, she was always there for her. 

But now, when something happened to Francesca, Monica couldn’t do anything to help. 

When Monica told William and Hazel the news, William’s face changed dramatically, 
and then he lowered his head as if he was thinking about something. 

Hazel looked grave and did not say a word. 

The first thing she thought was that she would be happy when her love interest, 
Francesca, died, but now that she has heard the news, she was not half happy, instead 
she was in a lost mood. 

In fact, Francesca was a very simple girl, she did not know how to cheat, nor did she 
know how to fight for power, so she is destined to become a sacrificial lamb. 

From an emotional point of view, it was really a pity that a girl in her prime had ended up 
in such a state. 

From a rational point of view, Francesca, as the fiancee of Danrique, would end up in 
such a situation, how could they people be spared? 

Hazel was worried and felt very confused about her future. 

“Your Highness, shouldn’t we do something?” Monica asked, choking up, “Ms.Felch 
went out of her way to save us in the first place.” 

“She’ll be fine.” William interrupted her, “It will be fine!” 

He looked very calm and didn’t seem to have any mood swings. 

And it was as much a comfort to Monica as it was to himself. 

“Although you had nothing to do with her getting like this now, she put her life on the line 
to save you back then, and for you to be like this now seems a bit thin-skinned.” 

Hazel looked deeply at William. 

William didn’t respond to her words, he just instructed to Monica, “Go to Lindberg Fort 
and see if there’s anything you can do to help.” 



“Yes.” Monica nodded sadly, “Gordon is out looking for Ms.Felch, something has 
happened to Auntie and Sloan, Lindberg Fort should be very short of staff right now.” 

“Go on.” William urged, “Keep me informed if anything happens.” 

“Yes.” 

Monica immediately went to Lindberg Fort. 

Hazel felt that William was inscrutable, seemingly unconcerned but then arranging for 
Monica to help, not knowing what she really wanted. 

But the more she was like this, the more curious she was, and she couldn’t help but 
want to explore his heart. 

Monica hurried to Lindberg Castle. 

The place was enveloped in an atmosphere of sadness, originally the life and death of 
Danrique was unknown, now Francesca was also unaccounted for, and Auntie and 
Sloan and the others were without… 

Everyone was grieving. 

Norah and a few of the old maids, their eyes red with tears, saw Monica and no longer 
smiled and greeted her as they had done before, but only asked her in a low, muffled 
voice what was wrong. 

Monica didn’t know how to comfort them and just said she had come over to help. 

Norah’s voice choked up as soon as she opened her mouth, tears falling from her eyes, 
saying that her aunt was such a good person, how could… 

And Sloan and other bodyguards, their early twenties, life had just begun, and so it was 
gone. 

Monica listened and was very sad. 

Norah wiped away her tears and said she had to go and get busy, there was nothing at 
home that needed help, except that the phone in her aunt’s room kept ringing and the 
computer seemed to be on, so everyone was afraid to move. 

Monica went upstairs to help clean up, but her aunt’s computer and mobile phone had 
been switched off and she didn’t dare move them, and the information on the desk was 
blown to the floor by the wind and spilled all over. 

She was so lost in her heart that she bent down and picked them up one by one. 



Suddenly she saw a document and froze in disbelief. 

It was about the president’s daughter Diana, and it recorded not only the identity of 
Diana’s ex-husband, but also that of her lover. 

Seeing the identity of her lover, Monica’s eyes widened in shock and she hurriedly 
called William. 
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“Your Highness, it turns out that Auntie has found out the identity of Diana’s ex-husband 
and lover.” 

“The ex-husband is not important, who is her lover?” William hurriedly pursued the 
question. 

“Chrono.” Monica blurted out the name excitedly, “I really didn’t expect her lover to be 
Chrono, did she set up Ms.Felch to avenge Chrono’s death?” 

“Is there any other information?” William pursued, “Look again, did Diana have a child 
for Chrono?” 

“Huh??” Monica was very shocked, “Not only did they have an adulterous affair, they 
had a child?” 

Monica hurriedly looked through the files, examining them one by one, and sure enough 
it mentioned that Diana had been pregnant, but there was nothing specific about the 
baby. 

Monica told William about the situation and he immediately said, “Since she was 
pregnant but now there is no child, there are only two possibilities, firstly, the child was 
miscarried and secondly, the child was taken away by Chrono.” 

“Could it be that ……” Monica was shocked, “that little sugarplum, is Chrono and 
Diana’s child?” 

“Whether it is or not, this is a good opportunity to strike back.” William said in a low 
voice, “You come back with the information immediately.” 

“Yes.” 

Monica sorted out the information, said hello to Norah, and then hurried back to the 
castle. 



William went over it and then contacted the Gold family. 

Soon, the person on the other end of the phone said languidly, “Your Highness, 
offending the President can be very troublesome, I am risking my life to do a job for you, 
and the price may have to be doubled.” 

“Mr.King, I only agreed with you three days ago, you’re sitting on your hands.” 

William’s brow furrowed, doubling it again would almost give away his assets. 

“This matter has become so much of a furore that even Mr.Lindberg is powerless to 
resist, so it is clear that Mr President is not easy to deal with, at this time I am 
completely making an enemy for myself by using the power of the group to spread their 
scandal, a risk of this magnitude is not something that money can buy.” 

“Mr. Gold, Mr.Lindberg will definitely turn over a new leaf, you have helped him this 
time, and he will return this favor to you in the future.” 

“He can’t protect himself, how can he return my favor? You’re painting me a pie, I don’t 
eat that.” 

“Mr.Gold…” 

“Forget it, you’re not willing to pay the price and I don’t want to take any chances, let’s 
both not get ourselves into trouble, let’s stop here.” 

With that, Jesse Gold was about to hang up the phone. 

“Wait a minute.” William immediately stopped it, “Double it, I’ll transfer it to you now, but 
this time the public opinion offensive needs to be a sustained output, you have to help 
me carry it through to the end.” 

“How long is a sustained campaign? There has to be a time limit, right?” 

“One month, you are not to withdraw within a month, no matter how much pressure 
Erihal puts on you, and you are to carry on with the output according to the information I 
provide.” 

“One month to earn 70% of your family fortune, it’s worth it, deal!” 

William transferred all his family fortune to Jesse in exchange for Jesse’s public opinion 
support. 

Soon, all major media around the world were spreading the scandal of the president’s 
family in Erihal: the president married his daughter back then in order to pull in the 



Dartan nobility, but the daughter did not behave herself, cheated on him with a hitman 
and gave birth to a daughter. 

This scandal quickly created a furore when it was spread, after all it was not just a 
rumour but also provided with all kinds of information to prove it. 

There was a lot of public debate about it, and countless people on the internet were 
spreading the scandal. A significant portion of the Erihal public was upset about the sub, 
believing that Diana had tarnished Erihal’s reputation, and there were even people 
fleshing out all kinds of dark information about her from the past and attacking her. 

When the President’s wife saw the news, she turned blue with anger and immediately 
asked someone to suppress it. 

At this point, the President returned home and was greeted with a slap on the face, 
“Look what you’ve done.” 
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The president’s wife covered her face, not daring to breathe. 

Although she felt aggrieved in her heart, her daughter was not her alone, discipline the 
father also had a responsibility, even if she had done something wrong, she could not 
all put the blame on her as a mother. 

But she didn’t dare to say. 

After all, her husband was not an ordinary man. 

“After decades of eating idle food at home, you can’t even teach a daughter, what use 
do you think you have?” The president scolded his wife like an exasperated man, “Take 
care of this matter immediately, or you will be made to look good.” 

“Understood.” 

The president’s wife whispered in response and immediately went to arrange for the 
suppression of public opinion. 

But before her men could even begin to act, another wave of news came in – 

Diana’s lover, Chrono, had taken her illegitimate son and raised him alone, then met an 
enemy attack at the airport and was saved by a passing doctor, but because the child 
died of his injuries in the hospital, Chrono killed thirteen doctors and medical staff in a fit 
of rage. 



He also took revenge on the doctor afterwards. 

This story comes with the verdict of Chrono’s original conviction in Baykeep, as well as 
photos and videos related to him being chased at the airport with his child. 

One of the videos also showed a small female doctor descent saving the child. 

Although the female doctor’s face was not clearly visible, it was certain that she was 
saving the child. 

This news added to the frenzy of the incident. 

The President’s wife watched in a cold sweat, knowing that the other side was trying to 
use public opinion to layer on the story and finally just say that she was plotting to kill 
Francesca to avenge her daughter’s lover and the child. 

What a ruthless move!!! 

When the president saw the second news, he knew the seriousness of the matter and 
immediately suppressed public opinion himself, but no one on the H City side listened to 
him, not to mention, the Gold family is the big plutocrat over there and no one can 
control it. 

Jesse was even paid to do his job, and with all the money William had given him, he 
won’t change the wind without a higher bargaining chip. 

The president, on the other hand, couldn’t get such a high bargaining chip for a while. 

He only had to ask his wife to contact Harrier and ask him to prepare the money to 
contact Gold family. 

But the arrangements were still being made on this side, when a third round of public 
opinion attack came in – 

Chrono was so heartless and vindictive that he even threatened the children of the 
orphanage in order to hunt down the doctor. 

This story was accompanied by information from the police, which still didn’t show 
Francesca’s face, but her defiance of the orphanage’s children was all over the news. 

Soon, the doctor sparked an outpouring of support from netizens around the world. 

There was even a call for support for the Angel of Kindness and a united effort to 
protect the doctor. 



Public opinion on the matter was fermenting faster and faster, the doctor has many 
supporters, and the more scandals are dug up in the Erihal presidential administration. 

The president’s wife was now powerless to fight, and only the president himself had to 
take action. 

The president had repeatedly put pressure on Harrier and Kevin to take care of this 
matter immediately. 

Kevin was at his wits’ end, and Harrier immediately contacted Jesse, but Jesse was 
asking for more than he could afford at the moment. 

After all, Lindberg’s had always been under the control of Danrique, the money was in 
his hands, as a shareholder, Harrier and Kevin could not get so much money for a 
while. 

When Harrier approached Kevin to get the money, Kevin was so angry that his face 
turned green: “We helped them deal with Danrique, risked our lives and caused so 
much trouble, but we didn’t get any benefit, and now we have to pay back the money? 
Are you out of your mind?” 

“Do you think I want to? Now we are riding a tiger, what can I do?” 

Harrier was also on fire, and he was now beginning to wonder whether he was right or 
wrong to be on the President’s side. 
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Soon, Harrier got the answer. 

Next, the news began to reveal that the doctor was the suspect in the murder case of 
Gerard, and also the fiancée of Danrique. 

As soon as this news came out, global public opinion exploded once again, with 
everyone shouting in excitement, not expecting that there was such an inside story 
behind this news. 

What’s more, they didn’t expect that the doctor that the netizens supported was actually 
Danrique’s fiancee! 

For a while, netizens around the world were highly concerned about the progress of this 
story, and there were also people who anonymously provided relevant information and 
sent out a video of the press conference in which Hazel was present. 



At that time, that conference was cut off in time and all the information soon 
disappeared from the internet. Although some of the netizens in Erihal had seen it, they 
just discussed it for a few days because they could not find the relevant information, and 
the matter passed. 

But now at this point in time, the video was posted and it got people thinking. 

Many speculated that the president’s wife was behind the plot to avenge the death of 
her granddaughter and create this shocking plot. 

Soon after, some netizens sorted out the whole story –- 

The president and his wife married their daughter to the Dartan aristocrats, but the 
daughter was unfaithful and cheated on the Baykeep killer, leaving an illegitimate 
daughter. 

The Baykeep hitman takes the child with him and while hiding from his enemies at the 
airport, the child has an asthma attack and is saved by a kind doctor. 

But the child was eventually shot dead by the enemy. Unable to save the child’s life, the 
killer turned his hatred on the local medical staff and the doctor. 

The killer not only killed 13 medical staff at the hospital, but also escaped from prison 
and went after the doctor, even to S Nation, where he threatened him with the 
orphanage’s children. 

In the end, the police rescued the children and killed the killer. 

It was thought that this was the end of the matter, but then the doctor became 
Danrique’s fiancée and the President’s daughter returned to Erihal. 

Originally, the president’s wife was afraid of Danrique and did not dare to do anything to 
Dr. Felch until Danrique was attacked while he was on official business in M nation, and 
his life or death was not yet known. 

The president’s wife deliberately created an opportunity for the Atkinson family to meet 
with Dr. Felch, then poisoned Gerard to death and framed Dr. Felch for the crime. 

The truth of the matter was revealed, and the next few news stories were verifying the 
truth of this reasoning, as new evidence continues to emerge online, adding layers and 
layers of solid evidence. 

In just seven days, this wave of public opinion had thrown the presidency into the 
judgment seat. 



The president was so angry that he personally contacted Jesse, asking him to withdraw 
the press campaign and promising him ten times the amount of money. 

Jesse was somewhat tempted, in fact, by withdrawing it now, he was not in breach of 
contract, after all, the effect had already been produced. 

William had become poor and powerless, and there was no way to take him. 

So, even if he promised the president, it does not matter. 

Thinking of this, Jesse, who has always had no moral bottom line, was ready to agree, 
but the next second, a gun was placed against his head from behind, with a golden 
Lindbergs symbol on the handle. 

Jesse’s body shook and his eyes widened in shock. 

The young female bodyguard wearing a mask tossed a stack of information to Jesse 
and gave him a wink. 

Jesse hung up the phone and took a look at the information and was shocked, “This 
beautiful lady, these are all criminal information on the Erihal Presidency, I’m afraid I 
won’t survive more than three days if I release them.” 

“If you don’t do as you’re told, you won’t live through the night!” 

The girl raised her eyebrows, and suddenly, there was a loud bang outside. 

The whole villa shook, the glass of the floor-to-ceiling windows was shattered, a blazing 
fire broke out outside, and thick smoke leapt up into the air and filled the courtyard. 
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Jesse’s eyes widened in shock, looking incredulously at the blown up garage, listening 
to the chaotic noise outside, her whole body was stunned! 

“We’ve planted bombs in your home, company building, and clubhouse, where all kinds 
of assets are located, very stealthy, no one can find them, if you don’t cooperate, these 
bombs will explode one by one.” The girl raised her eyebrows and sneered. 

“You, what exactly do you want?” Jesse’s face turned pale with fear, “I did everything 
Prince William gave me in the news, I didn’t break the contract.” 

“Cut the crap.” The girl put the muzzle of her gun against his forehead, “Our gentleman 
is not a civilized Prince William, no time to bargain with you, if you do not do as you are 



told, there is only one way to die, even if you have more money, I am afraid you will not 
have a life to spend!” 

With that, the girl whistled to the outside. 

“Bang”, there was another explosion. 

Jesse shuddered in fear and looked up to see the warehouse exploding not far away, 
his eyes widened in shock and his whole body froze. 

It was his treasure trove, containing all kinds of gold, silver, jewellery, related 
documents and a lot of dollars and cash! 

That was his hard-earned money. 

“Chairman Gold!” 

The Gold family’s bodyguard ran this way in excitement, but before he could get close 
enough he was shot down by the female bodyguard of the Lindberg family who was 
guarding the outside. 

“Rubbish, go put out the fire first and save my property.” Jesse was so excited that he 
was about to jump up and down. 

The girl in front of him shot him directly in the thigh. 

“Bang!” 

“Ah!” 

Jesse collapsed onto the couch, screaming in pain. 

“Do as you’re told?” The girl looked at him with a sneer. 

“Listen listen!” Jesse had now finally seen why Danrique was called the devil, his 
handling of things was indeed different from William’s. 

Decisive and ruthless, there was no room for bargaining. 

“Do as you are told!” 

“Yes!” 

Jesse immediately called the company side and informed them of the new news 
release. 



Evidence about the crimes of the presidential administration, and various shady stories. 

Jesse knew that once these news were sent out, he would be in danger, but if not, he 
was now in danger. 

He could only pray silently in his heart now, hoping that Danrique would save the day 
and return to the top, otherwise, he would really be dead. 

“Ten news items, one to be posted every day.” The girl slapped Jesse’s cheek with the 
handle of her gun and coldly warned, “Remember, I’m watching you at all times, don’t 
play tricks!” 

With that, the girl flipped the window and left. 

The four young girls jumped into a black modified car, and then, like a gust of wind, the 
car leapt over the courtyard wall and sped away. 

This kind of car skill, was definitely not ordinary. 

Four young female bodyguards can break into his house and do whatever they want, 
Danrique really can’t be messed with. 

Now this wave of public opinion manipulation had grabbed him a lot of head start, 
maybe, he could really win!!! 

In the black modified car, Morgan asked while driving: “Lupine, is it really okay if we 
don’t guard here? Will Jesse play tricks?” 

“Don’t worry, we’ve installed the bomb and can control it remotely.” Lupine said, “Sean 
called to say that something has happened to our future mistress, and Xendale needs 
people, we need to bring our other bodyguards over to help as soon as possible.” 

“Yes, I’ll summon the others right away.” 

Morgan immediately called and informed the other companions to rendezvous at the 
airport. 

“Raise an army for a thousand days, Mr.Lindberg has trained us for so many years, now 
it’s time for us to serve him!” 

Lupine was in an excited mood, she and her seventeen other bodyguards were all 
orphans, all had a miserable childhood when they were young, and were later adopted 
by Danrique and placed in a secret base for training. 



They had always looked forward to officially going to the Lindberg family to follow 
Danrique in his birth and death, and after so many years of looking forward to it, it was 
only a few days ago that they received notice to prepare for the battle. 

 


